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Abstract
The aim of any screening program in the newborn is the early detection of
treatable genetic disorders having a high velocity of morbidity and mortality.
T-cell receptor excision circle (TREC), circular byproducts of T-cell receptor V (D)
J recombination, function as an indicator for recently produced naïve T cells. Wellknown genetic defects resulting in severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID)
detected by the TREC assay are as following: IL-7 receptor; ADA; IL-2 receptor
ɣ chain; etc. Other than SCID and leaky SCID patients, less important subjects
of TREC assay contain infants with non-SCID T-cell lymphopenia. In this group,
most frequent ones are syndromes such as DiGeorge, Down, Nijmegen breakage
syndrome, ataxia telangiectasia, etc. Although the TREC assay can identify many
types of T-cell lymphopenia, it may not be a screening test for every primary
immunodeficiency disease. There is a group of combined immunodeficiencies in
which lymphopenia is not a finding, but the immune dysfunction is as severe as
in typical SCID patients. For instance; chronic granulomatous disease, congenital
neutropenia, toll-like receptor defects, ZAP-70 and MHC class II deficiency that
may be missed by this assay. Recent reports also confirm that TREC assay is not
effective in identifying a subset of rare but deadly immunodeficiencies. Therefore,
it is vital that any infant with unusual or serious infections be assessed by an
expert clinical immunologist.
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Abbreviation:

TREC: T-cell Receptor Excision Circle;
SCID: Severe Combined Immunodeficiency; CID: Combined
Immunodeficiency; NSP: Neonatal Screening Programs; TCR :
T cell receptor; PID: Primary Immunodeficiency Diseases; IL:
Interleukin; TCL: T-cell lymphopenia

Introduction

The aim of any screening program in the newborn is the early
detection of treatable genetic disorders having a high velocity of
morbidity and mortality, like outlined by Wilson and Jungner [1].
While the accomplishment of neonatal screening programs (NSP)
for metabolic / genetic disorders dates back to 1963, appropriate
technologies to recognize severe congenital errors of immune
function have recently become known [2]. Previous to NSP,
severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) has been projected
to happen at an incidence of 1/50,000-100,000 births [3]. SCID
happens approximately 1/50,000 births, as currently evaluated
by impartial, population-based NSP [4]. The expected incidence
of primary immunodeficiency diseases (PID) that would need
urgent treatment varying from 2-8 individuals / 100,000 live
births, rendering high burden on the efficacy and accessibility of
this kind of screening tests [5].

Importance of Severe Combined Immunodeficiency in
Primary Immunodeficiency diseases

SCID, recognized as the “bubble boy disease”, is mixture of
Submit Manuscript | http://medcraveonline.com

serious deficiencies of cellular and humoral immune system
making patients sensitive to opportunistic, severe and recurrent
infections [6,7]. The most severe type of PID is SCID which is
usually mortal during infancy unless detected early and treated
[8]. It is known that subjects recognized during the newborn
period by a positive family history associated with better
survival compared to index or sporadic cases. Optimal survival
in SCID is linked with early treatment in infancy earlier than the
progression of unmanageable infections [9]. Therefore, early
identification and management of SCID during infancy, whether
with a positive family history or sporadic, could be probable only
upon establishment of population-based NSP for SCID.

T-cell Receptor Excision Circle (TREC) Test for Neonatal
Screening Program

The expansion of a different inventory of T cells, with their
individual T cell receptor (TCR), is crucial for identification of
unknown antigens attached to self MHC molecules. To produce
many exclusive TCRs, DNA gene reorganization and linear reassembly is executed in thymocytes, in order that each cell has
its particular mixture of a TCR variable (V), diversity (D) and
joining (J) series. The cut out DNA remains of the TCR are also
bound at their ends, making various rounded DNA byproducts
called as TRECs [10,11]. TRECs, circular byproducts of TCR V(D)
J recombination, function as an indicator for recently produced
naïve T cells. TRECs are constant, but are not multiplied during
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mitosis, but become diluted when T cells reproduce [12]. TRECs
are easily identified in lymphocytes by a PCR test utilizing primers
magnifying a fragment spanning the joint of the circle. Hence, the
number of TREC copies detected in NSP is served as a biomarker
of newly thymic creation of naïve T cells, with a small quantity of
TRECs indicating insufficient autologous T cell creation [13-15].

Genetic Defects Resulting in Severe T-Cell Lymphopenia
or SCID Detected by the TREC Neonatal Screening Assay

A standardized characteristic of SCID patients is low T-cell
numbers at birth, evidence that is the basis for the TREC analysis
in identifying SCID patients by the NSP. Well- known genetic
defects resulting in SCID detected by the TREC assay are as
following: interleukin (IL)-7 receptor; ADA; IL-2 receptor ɣ chain;
Jak3; RAG1; RMRP1; 22q11 deletion (DiGeorge) syndrome; Rac2
defect; CHARGE syndrome; Ataxia telangiectasia, etc. [13].

Immunologic Disorders beyond SCID Detected by TREC
Test

Neonates with SCID detected by NSP have a bigger percentage
of autosomal recessive gene defects and smaller quantity X-linked
IL-2 receptor ɣ chain mutations, possibly owing to improved
detection of sporadic cases. A larger part of screened cases are
because of defects in the recombinase activating genes (i.e. RAG1
and RAG2), half of which are leaky; devoid of NSP, persons with a
diverse range of leaky RAG mutations are not identified until late
childhood [16].

Other than SCID and leaky SCID patients, less important subjects
of TREC assay contain infants with non-SCID T cell lymphopenia
(immunodeficiencies). Non-SCID T-cell lymphopenia disorders
[15] consist of genetic syndromes with T cell impairment; a
non-immune illness causing T-cell lymphopenia (TCL); born as
very low birth weight neonate and prematurity; and children
with “idiopathic TCL” [17]. In the most frequent one in TCL
group, syndromes, the foremost cause is DiGeorge syndrome
[17]. Down syndrome is also one of the frequent reasons of low
TRECs, with others including CHARGE syndrome, cartilage hair
hypoplasia, Nijmegen breakage syndrome, ataxia telangiectasia,
Fryns syndrome, Jacobsen syndrome; VACTERL association;
TAR syndrome; ectrodactyly ectodermal dysplasia syndrome
[18]; as well as non-immune disorders e.g. chylous effusions
making T-cells vanished [19]. TCL also comprise congenital
heart disease (excluding DiGeorge) in which neonatal surgery or
vascular leakage yields third-spacing of fluid and lymphocytes;
gastrointestinal malformations e.g. intestinal lymphangiectasia,
gastroschisis, ileal atresia; hydrops; and congenital leukemia,
causing leukemic cell infiltration of the bone marrow [13].

Limitations of the TREC for Neonatal Screening
Programs

With the widespread accomplishment of NSP with TREC
method, physicians also have to recognize the limitations of this
test. Although the TREC assay can identify many reasons for T-cell
lymphopenia, it may not be a screening test for every PID [20].
There is a group of CID in which lymphopenia is not a finding, but
the immune dysfunction is as severe as in typical SCID patients.
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The terms T+ - SCID, CID, and some leaky SCID have served to
explain this group of inborn immune disorders that contribute
to a severe T-cell dysfunction but have important numbers of
circulating T cells [13,21].

By itself, these patients will be missed by the cutoff value of
TRECs presently in use. For instance; there are numerous severe
but treatable CIDs not resulting in T-cell or B-cell lymphopenia
(eg, chronic granulomatous disease, congenital neutropenia, tolllike receptor defects) that may be missed by this assay. Other
samples also consist of ZAP-70 and MHC class II deficiency (Bare
lymphocyte syndrome) [22,23]. ZAP-70 defects similarly result in
significant CD8 lymphopenia and a CID phenotype, but can have
normal TREC levels. MHC class II deficiency results in severe CD4
lymphopenia and significant risk of infections similar to SCID.
This syndrome is typically missed by the TREC assay because
CD8 cells are present, so the assay can be within the normal range
[24]. ADA deficiency is a common cause of SCID and late-onset
ADA deficiency can be overlooked by the TREC assay [25]. TREC
screening detects less than 50% of cases of ataxia telangiectasia
[26]. Several rare disorders, such as Ora1, Stim1, or CD40 ligand
deficiency, show an infectious phenotype similar to SCID but have
normal numbers of T cells, and it is unknown whether the TREC
assay can detect these disorders [27,28].

Conclusion

Recent reports confirm that TREC assay is not effective in
identifying a subset of rare but deadly CIDs. A mounting number
of newly reported CIDs are prone to be overlooked by the TREC
assay. If the cutoff level in TREC test is increased some of these
illnesses may be identified. Thus, it is vital that any infant with
unusual or serious infections be assessed by an expert clinical
immunologist.
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